At the beginning of the article, there is a photograph of a graduating class from Semmelweis Medical University, advanced work in Energetic Medicine, the instructor is Dr. Nelson, Professor of Natural Medicine, Budapest 1996.

During Communism all of alternative medicine was illegal. Medical arts like acupuncture and homeopathy were prohibited. Hungary like other countries made laws that a medical art could only be legal if it was taught in a qualified medical school. Most of Homeopathy has been presented without any science behind it. When the Hungarian doctors saw my scientific teaching of homeopathy they invited me to be the first professor of medicine to teach homeopathy. I taught an off campus postgraduate medical course at Semmelwisse University for several years. This made homeopathy legal in Hungary. When Japan called homeopathy into question I was invited to Okinawa to address a government function on the science of homeopathy. There are ignorant people who ignore the science of homeopathy. But all who take the time to stop ignoring and interact with Desire’ the truth of homeopathy is accepted. Here is science to review:
Scientific Research in Homeopathy

Triple Blind studies, Double-Blind Randomized Placebo-Controlled Trial, Systematic Reviews & Meta-Analysis, and Evidence-base
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HPUS

The compendium of homeopathic drugs by which the manufacture of homeopathic products is regulated by the FDA

Rules & Regulations

IMUNE

International Medical University for Natural Education

Evidence Based Natural Energetic Medicine Education
This film is based on Dr. Nelson’s actual early life in Budapest. And his efforts to teach and to defend Homeopathy. This is True Life Drama. Dr. Nelson learns that SInthetic drugs are incompatible with the Human body and that only natural medicines are truly Biologically compatible.

The drug companies try to kill him, based on actual events.

Action packed love story.
With an Enlightened Scientific Mind

Let's Look into the Evidence on Homeopathy

Desire' Fights FDA to Save Acupuncture
From 1800 to 1890 Homeopathy Flourishes around the World and in America. Before + During the Civil War there are more Homeopathic Hospitals in the US than Apathatic. After the Civil War there is a Flu outbreak in America. 10,000 + patients go Homeopaths and 98% of them LIVE. 10,000 + patients go to Apathaths and 97% of them DIE. Homeopathy was Flourishing.

Desire’ + Luc Montagnier
Lecture together in Singapore after he wins the Nobel Prize in Medicine

“We can be exposed to HIV many times without being chronically infected. Our immune system will get rid of the virus within a few weeks, if you have a good immune system.”

Dr. Luc Montagnier, 2008 Nobel Prize winner for discovering HIV
The International Journal of the Medical Science of Homeopathy, Naturopathy, Energetic Medicine
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Two Decades of evidence based research on Homeopathy, Naturopathy + Energetic Medicine
Okinawa for a Lecture on Energetic Homeopathy

in 2005 Japan tried to end Homeopathy. Desire' was asked to come to Okinawa to give an address that later saved Homeopathy in Japan here is an Abstract:

Homeopathy is a fine and professional art but a lack of respect for science has weakened the profession. Many homeopaths never use a real homeopathic they are sold devices that have no validity and falsely make a sugar pill's supposed energy enhanced. These Alternative Medical people are mostly math-phobic and cannot really understand when they are being sold something that is not really tested. They do not know how to evaluate a study from opinion, test group or dbl blind. Alternative medicine has many many charlatans, fakers, liars, backstabbers, and frauds. These people are the ones who hate me the most. For I have spent my life doing statistics, math, testing, validation, research, and compliance. In my presentation today I will expose several of the charlatan tricks some alternative people use like muscle testing, point probes, and duplicators.
Water Wine
Homeopathy II
in Africa Desire'
Lectures on AIDS
for project Nahinga

Opportunistic infections such as pneumocystosis
or malignancies such as Kaposi's sarcoma
can signal the final stage of
HIV infection, AIDS

There are many other movies on natural medicine made by Desire'
There is a difference between a Doctor and a Healer, this story tells the ten steps of being a Healer, as we see an Allopath who learns about Natural Medicine and becomes a Healer.

Based on an American Medical doctor’s life and his decision to go to Budapest, Hungary, to learn new natural medical techniques. He meets Prof. Nelson. He falls in love with a nurse and his life changes. He learns natural medicine and becomes a Healer not just a doctor. Learn the ten steps and watch.
The Healer is a Movie about how an arrogant MD learns how to be a HEALER
How to become a Healer in Ten Steps

1. Humility, Compassion, Prayer, Laughter, Love are the best medicines
2. Healthy Lifestyle and Behaviour is the start for your patient
3. Let Food be thy Finest Medicine, Make and Eat Natural foods with Joy and a Celebration for Life
4. A Synthetic anything is an Insult to your Body, Remove Addiction and Dependency thru release of the cause, and healthy repair of the tissue damage left behind
5. Natural Medicines can Heal, Detox then use Nutrition, palliate symptoms with Nature only at first and harsher methods only when really needed
6. Allopathy and Crisis Care are poor ways to do Medicine
7. Stress reduction, Exercise, Early Detection of Symptoms and to Reduce Stressors is proper way to do Medicine
8. Symptoms are not the enemy they are our guide, Pain is God’s gift to know something is wrong, Fix what is wrong, before you attack the pain
9. We are beings of Body, Mind, Spirit, Social, and Environmental, we are Holistic, Fractal, Energetic beings of great complexity, we must embrace Diversity
10. Every Path has Joy, Every Path has Sadness, Eventually we all die and as Healers we must learn to tolerate suffering and death with dignity

http://medicalexpose.org/
NATURAL NAKED PREY
This movie teaches us about Natural Medicine.

A story of a group of people from the drug companies who want to find special kinds of healing herbs to reproduce them synthetically. They employ Bill Nelson as a natural medicine doctor to help them. Bill agrees with one condition; they promise that they will also do research with the natural medicine. When they get there, into the woods of Africa, one of the team accidentally shoots a member of the tribe living there in the wilderness. The angry tribe decides to kill the whole team. To stay alive, one man from the drug company has to learn how he must use natural medicine to survive.
Prof Desire’ Saves + Promotes Homeopathy and Natural Medicine

Here are the Cartels of Death—click on pics to learn more-

These Evil Ultra-Rich Cartels all make profit from killing people. All have manipulated the media to slant or even ignore stories that interfere with their profit. No one should believe the corporate media.
THE GOLIATHS

Battle of the Milennia: David Desi vs. Goliaths
By Matthew Blum

There is a battle raging in the world of entertainment. The Ultra Rich retain their small minded army to stop the message by stopping the messenger.

THE MAN WHO LEFT AMERICA TO FIND FREEDOM...
...WHO IS NO LONGER A MAN.
AN ANGEL IS OFTEN JUST A MESSENGER.
This Angel is a Messenger of personal and mental freedom. But there are those that are afraid of freedom, especially mental freedom.
The Ultra Rich retained their small minded army to stop the message by stopping the messenger.

Click pic above to learn more about Desire’
Desire’ Dubounet wrote a book in 1985 that proved that ‘a SINthetic anything is an insult to the body’. This made the largest financial force on the planet the SINthetic Drug (Big Pharma) very angry. Desire’ took Harry S Truman to court posthumously for the War Crimes of dropping bombs on innocent women and children. Desire’ broke up an international pedophile ring catering to the Ultra-Rich. In fact Desire’ constant attacks and expose’ of the Ultra-Rich has made her a target. The FDA rouge agents in 1995 trumped up charges against Desire’ to stop her 510k from registering Acupuncture needles as medical devices. In 1996 Federal Judge Matsch made the FDA drop their case. Two weeks later the restrictions lifted on her 510k, acupuncture needles were made real medical devices in the USA as Desire’ had defeated the FDA rouge agents.

Desire’ now faces the same charges again. And the FDA wants her arrested and put into jail to torture her to confessing to a crime she did not commit. It seems that human rights in America are a bit shaky to allow such torment to exist.
An Enlightened Mind Looks into Homeopathy  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSffX9a5H7M

IMUNE The Science of Homeopathy  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vgoUUGnC_M

Water, Wine and Homeopathy  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQOTbv5iTSA

Misconceptions of Homeopathy  
http://indavideo.hu/video/Misconceptions_of_Homeopathy_from_the_BBC

http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_on_the_Science_of_Homeopathy_and_a_early_Demo_of_the_QQC

Go to http://www.imune.net/medicalbooks/ to get the Books Required –

1-- Scientific Research In Homeopathy 2012, 2-- Basic Complex Homeopathy

http://www.soilandhealth.org/02/0201hyglibcat/020177.blair.pdf
SO TO END DEGENERATIVE DISEASE
we must

1. Make Big Tobacco pay for the damages they incur
2. Must stop sales of cigarettes
3. Make Big Sugar pay for the damages they incur
4. Make Big Pharma pay for the damages they incur
5. End Allopathic philosophy and develop a new stressor reducing based medicine
6. Avoid Bad white processed sugars. Eat Good Sugars from fresh fruit, Avoid bad oils cooked or saturated. Eat good oils from fresh and raw vegetable and uncooked low temperature made oils.
8. Safe forms of early intervention medicine such as energetic biofeedback
9. Recognize the powers of the mind such as in the EPFX/SCIO system.
10. Recognize the need for an energetic medicine to safely evaluate the body electric and balance the aberrations of the body electric. We need to use a more modern medicine utilizing the body electric without emphasis on synthetic chemistry.
11. Recognize that the SINthetic experiment has failed and we should be using the synthetics only in extreme cases when the natural remedies fail. Quantum Electrodynamics has further proven the problem of synthetic chemistry.
12. Allopathy does not work, we must adapt a safer and more extensive theory of medicine.

With these social changes degenerative disease could be so greatly reduced to allow for an inexpensive medicine.
To become a Certified Quantum Homeopathy Therapist

1. Get a Qualified Mentor
2. See 20 Patients / Clients make a report on each
3. You must take the Test
4. Pay your Certification Dues

Good Luck

Prof Desire'
Dubounet